22 APRIL 2020 AND LENIN IS 150.
BUILDER AND LEADER OF THE BOLSHEVIK PARTY, LEADER OF THE
OCTOBER REVOLUTION, BUILDER OF THE PLAN OF BUILDING SOCIALISM
AND COMMUNISM IN USSR, LEADER AND TEACHER OF THE WORLD
PROLETARIAT, THE BUILDER OF THE STRATEGY OF THE WORLD
PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION, STALIN’S LEADER AND TEACHER IS 150 THIS
YEAR!
We shall provide the reader a series of articles in honour of Lenin, Stalin’s teacher!
We shall not follow the usual line of repeating what he said. We shall see how they
were applied and thus how they were developed by Soviet and the world proletariat
and thus formulated as theory, strategy and tactics by Stalin and his comrades. We
shall also see what to do with those teachings today so that we can be a worthy
student of him and be a teacher for all the comrades and the world proletariat!
Look at all these articles carefully, remember that after socialism was built in the
USSR the motive force of progress in the USSR was criticism and self-criticism!
Remember that is how it is for us the communists and will be so for ever! Remember
that there is criticism to put things right and there is ‘criticism’ to destroy what is right.
Never forget we are not Lenin and Stalin and even they needed their comrades
sharp eyes thus and more so we need our comrades sharp eyes to keep us on the
right path-which took us a long time to find after our defeat since 1953 March the 5 th,
the cursed day!
May these articles help you all to find the right path! The path of Lenin and Stalin!
ARTICLE 1.
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1. NEGATION OF THE NEGATION.
Primitive communist society was negated by the class society through slavery of
men by men. Class society in its turn shall be negated by the modern communist
society through the slavery of machines to men made possible by the microchips.
2. LENIN'S FORMULAS

2.1 At its beginning commodity production gave rise to a narrow form of usury
(Rome), now we have a commodity production which has given rise to a form of
usury on a gigantic, world wide scale (imperialist capitalism). This signifies the
negation of negation for commodity production. It is the end for commodity
production.
2.2 Communism = proletarian dictatorship + electrification. Electrification unifies
production. It replaces separate production units with their own power sources with
production units powered from one source of electricity. It is the technological
equivalent of economic planning that unifies the separate production units.
Electrification of all country gives you unified machine production; this coupled with
the unified political power of the proletariat gives you communism.
This definition is also a repudiation of those who refer to Lenin's " State and the
Revolution " and declares that it was Stalin who made a giant mistake which gave
rise to all sorts of evils by declaring that Soviet Union can built communism while a
state - the proletarian dictatorship - exists. Lenin was the first “evil doer “as is seen
from this definition. And we have to add, there is no reference to “worldwide” victory
of communism – no reference to “worldwide proletarian dictatorship”
3. NEW FORMULA OF COMMUNISM
The very first plan of construction of the victorious Soviet proletariat was that of
electrification of the country. The formula of V. I. Lenin that Communism=
electrification of the country + proletarian dictatorship is world famous.
The very first plan of construction of the victorious proletariat (proletariat of
whichever country has the honour) will be the computerisation of the country, which
includes the electrification of the country. Lenin's formula has not lost its validity, but
it is no longer complete. The new formula of communism is, Communism=
computerisation of the country + proletarian dictatorship
We can also give a more complete formula of communism such as,
Communism= mechanisation + electrification + computerisation of the country
+ proletarian dictatorship.
3. 1 Computers are universal means of control which permits workers, no one but
the workers, to transform all forms of machinery into slaves at the service of
humanity. In other words, “full automation” of all productive activities is assured.
3.1.1. Workers can build a system of fully integrated, continuous and automatic
i.e., computerised production, transportation and distribution, and thus, ensure
plenty for all.
This also means that workers can build a fully integrated, continuous and
automatic system of computerised communication network.
This network of computers would be connected to all the cultural, sportive and
educational facilities; to all the research & development facilities and libraries; to all
the hospitals and other medical centres; to all the government institutions, to all the
military and public security facilities; to all the community centres, to every house and

to every individual. Wherever there is a human activity, this network would be
connected to it.
This network of computers shall collect instantaneous and continuous information
on all our activities and make it available to all.
3.1.2. Using the above mentioned computer network: workers can build a system of
government by direct democracy and a system of central planning for the
economy. Everyone will know everything and everyone will participate on every
decision made.
3.1.3. To achieve the above mentioned plan everything is available except this:
common ownership of the means of production. Without this form of ownership, it
is impossible to realise this plan.
4. The Limit
Everything has a limit.
Computerized production is the limit of the capitalist mode of production.
Computerized production cannot exist and develop within capitalist ownership. This
is why disasters await us so long as capitalist property ownership continues. We are
faced with unemployment, wars and starvation, and long-lasting hardship and
misery. We face barbarism. If we cannot end the capitalist ownership and form
common ownership, no one and no nation will be able to avoid these evils.
4.1 The Present Pandemic
The present day pandemic and the response to it by the present day capitalist
(Monopoly Capitalist) rulers of the world is yet another example of this barbarity we
face so long as their rule, the rule of the finance oligarchs continue.
So long as their rule last, so will the barbarity-their rule-will last and things can only
get worse!
5. Call to Direct Democracy!
Before October and after it Lenin called us all to Revolutionary uprising against the
bourgeoisie and feudals!
After Second World War Stalin called us all to fight for “a lasting Peace”, and
“People’s Democracy”. Know the enemies of peace, know the enemies of
democracy of the people and fight them with all your might, defeat them and build a
lasting peace and people’s democracy!
We call all to fight for “a lasting peace” and “for people’s direct democracy”. Know
the enemies of peace, know the enemies of direct democracy of the people and fight
them with all your might, defeat them and build a lasting peace and people’s direct
democracy!

Lenin is 150, and we are his and Stalin’s students!

